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Burn the land. and quick-drying 
Boil the ocean. Spread properties. By then, I had 

incompetence. It's actually developed my own sensibility and 
pretty much absurd that we're living approach to painting with oil and color 

in times of high technology yet the com- handling that worked well for me and is now 
mon currency we're dealing with is ignorance second nature. 

instead of knowledge. Truth by nature isa self-ev- By having worked so much with watercolor in high 
ident thing, nevertheless we still tend to prefer to school, I became accustomed to preserving the white 

play either stupid or indignant as soon as inconvenient of the paper which is typical of the watercolor process, 
termi nology such as natural resources, pollution, or cli- and which is still part of my creative process in current oil 

mate change is served. So, yeah, I guess it's time to and gouache paintings. In addition to working in oil, I also 
big up ourselves. love to paint with gouache on paper, a medium much like 

Located in the Pacific Northwest near Seattle, f o r - watercolor, that I learned to use during my stint as a textile 
mer textile designer for Levi's and Esprit de Corp. designer in San Francisco at Esprit de Corp. clothing company. 

turned celebrated artist Karen Hackenberg isn't I have so far used gouache for my smaller paintings, which start
tired of fighting the good fight - and she does so ed out as studies, but soon became a series unto themselves. 
with graphite, gouache, colored pencils, and ;t2} 

oil colours. Inspired by the never-endi ng wave of Speaking of different techniques: you lately started a series of 
man-made waste - amongst it plastic bottles, plas- iPad drawings. Was it a planned transition, or is it basically a great 

tic toys, and product packages, to name just a exercise - or counterpart - to the rather time-consuming large
few classic ingredients - that washes up on the scale oil paintings? 
beach underneath her studio, she paints qua- .,M" 

si-documents of a consumption-driven society gotten I had worked in the fashion industry at an exciting time in the 1980s 
out of control. The implied statement might be a bleak when desktop computers had developed just far enough to enable 

one, being influenced by classic pop-art though, her one to draw somewhat sophisticated artworks and graphic designs 
depiction of the oncoming apocalypse presents itself using a large Wacom tablet drawing indirectly onto a computer 

as a slow-burning and candy-coloured one. Lodown screen while sitting at a desk. I was employed by Espirt de Corp and 
reached out to Ms. Hackenberg in late August to find Levi Strauss for my skill in doing this, as well as to train others in 

out more about her artistic upbringing and her new mono- the field. Afterward I worked freelance at this in my own business, 
graph. and became burnt out on technology in art, abandoning computers 

for creating any sort of artwork for a long time. I had needed and 

/� 
wanted to return to the tactile craft of fabricating my own artworks 
with my own hands, and only used my rather elaborate computer 

Karen, were you intrigued right from the start to paint with oil - or skills to help compose my paintings, combining and nuancing my 
was it a rather time-consuming process where you had to sink own photographs for my painting reference. 
your teeth into many different techniques before you found the I had been missing drawi ng directly from life, and ironically when 
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�
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In my high school art classe m rural Connecticut, I worked for 
the most part loosely and gesturally with charcoal or watercolor 
on paper. Over the span of those four years, we as students in 
class mostly drew and painted figures of our fellow classmates, 

the iPad Pro with Apple Pencil became available, I saw a chance 
to combine my computer savvy with my longing to reconnect with 
drawing, outside in nature or anywhere at any time, like a more 
convenient and versatile sketchpad. I see my iPad drawings as a 
counterpart to my larger more time consuming oil paintings, and 
as a continuum of my love of freehand drawing, and my willingness 

under the instruction of our teacher who was a graduate of nearby to re-embrace my abandoned computer skills. Using the Procreate 
Rhode Island School of Design. To this day, I consider myself to be app, I purposely keep my drawing settings as simple as possible, 
primarily a draughts person, and I always start the underpinnings so the drawings are less polished. The Sea Tangle iPad drawings 
of my paintings by drawing with paint onto the canvas. During my are intentionally unfinished, embracing an open-ended and unre
two years of study at University of Connecticut before transferring solved aesthetic, and produced in limited editions of fifteen archival 
to RISO, there was a strong emphasis on drawing, where I thrived. p�ent prints on Arches paper. 
Oddly, I haven't done as much pure drawing on paper as I'd like to ,;("£,/ 
for some time now. I was wondering if it is actually clear from the beginning for you 

At one point in college, I fell in love with the potential drawing that specific paintings demand a wider narrative through a series? 
qualities of printmaking, and set my sights on becoming a print- ,_M" 
maker. I remember being inspired by seeing German artist Kathe I have always had a sense of the ironic and the absurd in my obser
Kollwitz's print and drawing exhibition at The William Benton Mu- vations on the behaviors of society, and mass culture in general. In 
seum of Art on the U-Conn campus. the case of my various ocean trash series, I apply this sensibility 

When I transferred to RISD, I first studied painting as a prereq- to the deceptive euphemistic branding and labelling of the our 

uisite to entering the printmaking department. Though I was ex- consumer products, designed to belie their real effects and de
cited about oil painting on canvas, I felt I was horrible at it, with no structlon of natural ecosystems. 
understanding of how to handle its viscous mutable properties, I made the first painting on this theme in 2009, and was not intend
which were so unlike drawing with charcoal or working with wa- ing it to become a series, but it did in fact begin the underlying 
tercolor on paper. My quick disillusionment with learning the theme in my ongoing painting series' on the topic of ocean trash 

tedious methods of creating tra- and social commentary. This small gouache painting, Red Tide, 
ditional original prints, combined was the result of my finding a vibrant orange Tide brand deter-
with my surprising determination to 
get a handle on oil paint, eventual-

gent bottle washed up on the beach below my studio, during 
a florescent red tide algae bloom at low tide that smothered 

"I have always 
had a sense of 
the ironic and ly turned me into a painter. I'm not the nearby shore. There were too many levels of irony and 

the absurd in my sure how I got started with using oil angst in this emblematic beach find for me to not explore 
• paint, but somehow I'd gotten the it in a painting. 

observations on idea at that time that acrylic paint- After that initial Red Tide painting, I came to see iron-

the behaviors 
of society, and 

ing was seen as a lesser medium to ic messages about the state of our environment in 
oil paint. I tried acrylic painting later most every man made product I found washed 
on in life, but did not like its plastic up on the beach, which provided me with 

mass culture in 42 
general." �//�. //cf;/§ d.XYU dMff,)f#

"Even through 
times of great 
loss and difficul
ty, I have been 
more interested 
in seeking the 
light with hope, 
irreverence, 

an endless sup- sands of acres of  

� 
ply of visual material and wild lands in Chile and Ar-

ironic humor to make painting gentina, and have had a powerful 
after painting. Oddly this helped influence on the direction of my work. 
counteract my angst about habi- ;t2} 
tat degradation, and has enriched Your schedule seems to get busier by the minute 
me and kept me afloat in these dire these days ... so what are you working on right now? 
times, and my hope is that the iron- .,M" 
ic humor helps others to stay afloat Currently in the studio I'm focusing on a set of large 

and wryness, 
while at the 

and take action in some way. 

D 
I love that the topics you deal 
with are downright bleak, yet your 
paintings have this pop art and 

Same time COn- sometimes al most cheeky vibe 

to it, which is a great juxtaposi-
veying my Un- tion.l t's as ifyou•reoffering a ray 

derlying sadness 0
, inaway ... 

for our human Yes, andlloveyourword"cheeky" 

to describe my paintings! I have a 

paintings that riff  off of the ideas of 19th Century natu-
ralist Charles Darwin. The first in this series is Theory of 
Evolution, now on view at Patricia Rovzar Gallery, Seattle. 
For these paintings, I assemble discarded green PETE plast ic 
bottles to create models of imaginary creatures that could 
evolve to exist in a post-apocalyptic future on earth, and as a 
result of humankind's introduction of toxic chemicals into the 
ecosystem. I pose and photograph these models on the beach 
below my studio, creating compositions and intuitive narratives 
for my paintings using my photos as reference. 

For the next several years, three of my paintings will be 
circulating throughout North America in the Environmental 
Impact II traveling museum exhibition, curated by David J. condition." 

strong sense that I found my voice Wagner. This exhibition showcases the work of leading con
in this work. As these paintings progressed, I could see that they temporary environmental artists, and aims to heighten public 
were a manifestation of my true self, and how I see the world - a awareness of the environmental consequences of their ac
bittersweet love and appreciation for our human creative capac- tions. The show is scheduled to travel to seven museums from 
ities combined with a sad awareness of our destructive nature. 2019 to 2021, premiering in St. Petersburg, Florida, August 
Even through times of great loss and difficult y, I have been more 24th, 2019, right at the height of hurricane season. 
interested in seeking the light with hope, irreverence, and 
wryness, while at the same time conveying my under-
lying sadness for our human condition. 

Though I was not at first aware of the 1960s 
Pop Art influence on this work when I start
ed it in 2009, I was delightfully surprised 
when I noticed it later on when I was deep
ly into the series. I had been well aware 
of Andy Warhol, Claus Oldenburg, Roy 
Lichtenstein, and Ed Rusche etc. in my 
youth, and hadn't realized how much I'd 
absorbed from that culture, though the 
advertising graphics on the beach trash 
made it a somewhat obvious connection. 

D 
Even though you execute your ideas differ-
ently, your work breathes the same spirit as the 
oeuvre of Josh Keyes - well, at least for me - who's 
also located in the Pacific Northwest. It obviously sucks 
to generalize things, but would you say that this area in par
ticular almost automatically triggers this wish to want to live in 
harmony with nature? 

Yes, I too see an affinity between my paintings and those of Josh 
Keyes, in the similarity of our quirky and poignant depictions of 
manmade intrusion in the natural world. 
I think there is some truth in your idea that artists of the Pacific 
Nor thwest have a propensit y  to value and express concerns for of 
the region's abundant yet disappearing wild nature. Whether born 
here or arrived from other areas of world, many artists of the re
gion are part of the larger culture of environmentalism here in the 
Northwest - embracing the area's abundant beauty, seeking its 
outdoor lifestyle, and thus caring deeply about the preservation 

of the ecosystems of the planet as a whole. 
I myself, in  my journey from rural Connecticut 

via San Francisco, was attuned to environmental is
sues when I arrived in the Pacific North

west - I was as a kid when the first Earth Day was 
established, and I had worked in environmental design 

with Esprit de Corp. founder Doug Tompkins, 
outdoorsman and environmentalist. Doug and 

his wife Kristine established 
Tompkins Conservation, and 

have preserved hundreds of thou-

In addition, I'll be focusing on the distribution 
of my recently published art book that features 

a significant portion of my oeuvre, 
and was beautifully printed in full 

color at Lenoirschuring,  Amsterdam. 
I co-designed this mono-

graph with Murray Lemley, 
Amsterdam, and it includes essays 
by Dutch artist and art writer Riet van der 
Linden, Canadian Art Review author 
and journalist Christopher Mooney, 
as well as myself. 

Karen Hackenberg's first, essential and 
overall beautiful monograph is available in 

three different formats: a hardcover, bound
book version / a dust jacket, corrugated slip

case version / a limited-edition box set including 
two numbered archival prints. Get your hands on these 

beauties over here: karenhackenberg.com/monograph/ 
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